
User guide
Ultrasound scare against martens, rats and mice

Thank you for purchasing our products.
Read this user guide carefully before use.
If you have any questions about your order or about this 
product, please feel free to contact us.

3rd:
Test the ultrasound scarer by putting it in test mode.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

The ultrasound scarer is used to fight rodents, 
including martens, rats and mice.
It works using ultrasound and pressure waves. The 
ultrasound scarer does not bother humans, dogs and cats, 
nor does it affect electronic installations. It operates in the 
frequency range 16- 50 / 25kHz. It switches automatically 
and regularly between different frequencies.

You will now be able to hear a sound.

Next, set it to the desired effect on the button at the 
bottom. You can choose from the following programs:

1. Plug into the power supply
2. Program selection

TEST - Simulates sound
ULTRA - Ultrasound that effectively scares mice TRANS - Air 
waves that effectively scare moths and rats DUO - 
combination of both (recommended)

4th:
Place the scarecrow in the desired place. You should observe:
• Place on a dry surface and 20-50 cm above level
• Do not place the ultrasonic scarer on the carpet
• Clear around the scarecrow so that there are 

no immediate obstacles like it in working.

NOTE
Typically it will take a few days before increased activity of the 
rodents is heard and after some time (max. 4-6 weeks) they will have 
moved and the activity will stop.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Product name Triple-rodent-repeller

Model no. VS-361N

CE marked Yes WARNINGS:
Supply 100-240VAC - 50 / 60Hz - 0.2A

Output 9 VDC - 500mA Do not use if it is damaged during transport. Contact us immediately 
if this is the case.
For indoor use only
Keep it away from children due to the use of electricity

Waterproof Place dry

Coverage area Up to 550 m2 in 360 degree circumference

INSTALLATION:

1st:
Remove the ultrasonic scanner and the power supply from the 
box. Make sure they are intact and undamaged. Should there be 
any damage - contact us immediately and do not use the parts.

NEGOTIATED BY:

2nd:
The power supply is plugged into the ultrasonic scraper in the connectors 
shown. The power supply in the socket and the power is turned on. The 
ultrasonic scarer now provides audible sound or one or both of the small 
lights on top of the unit are turned on.
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